We examine persistence in U.S. aggregate output by estimating fractionally integrated ARIMA models. T h e x models provide better low-frequency approximations to the Wold representation than previous stochastic specifications. and earlier resulrs on the importance of a permanent component emerge as special cases. We find evidence of long memory. whch induces persistence. though t h s long memory need not be associated uith a unit root. Our point estimates indicate that macroeconomic shocks. while persistent, are distinctly less persistent than many earlier studies suggest: however. confidence intervals associated with the long-run responx are quite wide.
Introduction
In the last five years. the permanent nature of macroeconomic fluctuations has become the subject of intense debate. Starting with Nelson and Plosser (1982) . some have taken issue with the traditional view that macroeconomic time series are well described as transitory deviations from a deterministic trend. 'Instead. it has been suggested that aggregate output contains a substantial permanent component; that is. a given movement in aggregate output will persist and will not necessarily be reversed in the future through reversion to trend. Campbell and Mankiw (1987a) . for instance. fit autoregressive integrated moving-average (ARIMA) models to post-war real gross national product (GNP) and conclude that a 1 percent innovation to current GNP should change long-run forecasts of GNP by more than 1 percent.
We contribute to this debate by examining the low-frequency components in real output movements in greater detail than has been done previously. The results have implications for the nature and existence of business cycles. the persistence of macroeconomic shocks, and the specification of statistical models of economic fluctuations. We explore an approximation to the Wold representation that is more general than. and includes as special cases, the ARIMA and unobserved-components (UC) representations that have been used by others. We use long-memory, fractionally integrated representations that allow for increased flexibility in modeling low-frequency dynamics. The results provide a unification of existing disparate persistence estimates as well as. given the wide confidence intervals obtained. a cautionary note against focusing on any point estimate of the permanent component on the basis of a limited span of macroeconomic data.
In the next section. we discuss the importance of understanding the nature of persistence in aggregate output and describe our measure of persistence. In section 3. the fractionally integrated 4RIMA model is introduced and economic motivation is provided?SEction-4 describes the estimation procedure employed. Empirical results are contained in section 5. and section 6 concludes.
Measuring the permanent component
A measurement of the permanent component in aggregate output is crucial to both the theory and practice of macroeconomics. The presence of a large permanent component would imply that a substantial portion of a given macroeconomic shock to the economy would persist through time. T h s conflicts with traditional formulations of both Keynesian and Classical macroeconomic theories. where output fluctuations, from a variety of causes. are temporary deviations from a slowly growing natural or equilibrium level of output. A large permanent component implies instead that almost all fluctuations in output represent permanent movements. Such fluctuations require description within an intrinsically stochastic economic theory. since detenninistic models cannot be regarded as even approximately true when reversion to deterministic equilibrium paths is absent.' In addition, all of the standard econometric tasks -estimation. hypothesis testing. prediction, and controlare sensitive to the presence of a permanent component.
For policymakers. the implications of macroeconomic persistence are just as unsettling. Strong persistence would call into question, at a fundamental level. the appropriateness of countercyclical policy. If the cyclical component is insignificant in aggregate output and there is no steady trend to which to 'Much recen: work on stochastic growth models. such as IGng. Plosser. and Rebello (1988) . is at least parrlall> rnot~vated by his fact.
return the economv. attempts at countercyclical policy are at best misguided. In addition. when each movement in output is largely permanent. the cosrs and benefits of policy actions are far different than when movements are transitory; the price of higher or lower output over the whole future path of the economy must be weighed in the policy calculus.
Much of the empirical literature relevant to the persistence debate examines the existence of a permanent component, which provides. as we shall discuss below. a first srep to the more interesting question of the imporrance of the permanent component. The existence of a permanent component is commonly examined by testing for unit roots in autoregressive lag-operator polynomials. If a unit root is found in an ARMA representation. then. as shown by Beveridge and Nelson (1981) . the series may be decomposed into the sum of a random walk component and a stationary component. The permanence of the random-walk movements implies a permanent component in the original series.
To formalize matters. consider the ARMA model where 
The Dickey -Fuller tests [e-g.. Fuller (1976) l and generalizations by Phillips (1987) and others have been widely applied in economics to test the unit-root hypothesis. Most such studies conclude that real output and many other economic time series are well described by low-order ARMA processes with a single unit root.' Broad surveys such as Nelson and Plosser (1982) and Schwert (1987) . which make use of a variety of unit-root tests on scores of economic variables. find pervasive and robust evidence of unit roots. In addition. the growing literature documenting cointegration in various economic relationships implicitly extends the above list. because cointegrated variables have unit roots in their univariate representations. In this paper. we provide qualification to the wide-ranging evidence on the existence of unit roots. and more crucially their importance. by considering more general models that allow for rich low-frequency dynamics and include unit roots as a special case.
While the presence of a unit root in real output provides evidence for the existence of persistence. the more relevant question for macroeconomic analysis involves quantifying the extent of that persistence. We are more interested in the size or importance of the response of output to a unit innovation than in the mere existence of some nonzero response. One measure of persistence. used by Watson (1986) . Campbell and Manluw (1987a. b) . and others. is the cumulative impulse-response function. i.e.. the sum of the coefficients of the moving-average lag-operator polynomial of the first-differenced series. Specifically. consider
The impact of a unit shock in period t on the growth rate of Y at time r + k is a,. while the impact on the level of Y at time t + k is c, = 1 + a , + . . -+ a , .
In the limit. we obtain c, , which is the effect of a unit shock today on the level of Y infinitely far in the future. For any stationary or trend-stationary series, c, = 0. because the effect of any shock is transitory as reversion to mean or trend eventually dominates. For a random walk, c, = 1: that is, the effect of any shock is exactly permanent. In general. unit roots lead to a nonzero long-run response: however, the particular value of c, depends on the specific parameterization of the process. Any reasonable persistence measure must be related to the form of the Wold-representation lag-operator polynomial A ( L), which completely characterizes the mapping from inputs { E , ) to outputs {Y,). because the economic horizons of interest are typically much shorter than infinity. In the long-memory models that we consider below, the cumulative impulse response. even at quite long horizons, can differ substantially from c, .
Modeling the permanent component
The modeling of persistent processes is an issue closely related to the measurement of persistence: in particular. construction of the cumulative impulse-response sequence requires estimates of the parameters of the 'A more deliled discussion of dtcrnalive persistence measures and their interrelationstups is contained in Diebold and Nerlove (1989) . moving-average representation. A number of authors have recently addressed the issue of modeling persistence in real output. notably Campbell and Mankiw (1987a) . who use unrestricted ARIMA representations. Fitting an ARIMA(2.1.2) model to the logarithm of post-war quarterly real GNP, they obtain a c , persistence estimate of 1.52. so that a unit innovation leads to a long-run response substantially larger than the initial innovation. This striking result of very strong shock persistence (and. in fact, shock magnification) runs counter to the findings of Watson (1986) and Clark (1987) . who obtain smaller estimates of persistence (c, = 0.6) with estimated unobserved components (UC) model^.^ They argue that the long-run behavioral implications of the unrestricted ARIMA models are misleadiilg because such models concentrate on representations of the short-run dynamics. Both Watson and Clark note, however , that the UC model can be viewed as a special case of the more general ARIMA model: UC models are simply (nonlinearly) restricted ARIMA m~d e l s . argue that the restrictions implied by the UC specification are unsupported.
We believe that there is some truth in both of these arguments. On the one hand. long-run properties of data series are likely to be difficult to determine in the context of an unrestricted ARIMA model. Mean reversion in economic time series depends crucially on correlations at long lags. which easily can be misspecified in simple ARIMA representations [see. e.g.. Gagnon (1988) ) We shall provide implicit support for this thesis below. We assert. however, that what is required is not a specialization of the ARlMA model but a generalization. one that can capture a variety of long-run. low-frequency responses. Very high-order autoregressive models could capture such responses if degrees of freedom were plentiful: instead, we adopt a parsimonious model that achieves the same goal. Furthermore. our specification nests both the ARIMA and UC models.
Specifically. consider a generalization of the ARIMA(p. d. q ) model to
where 'ln particular, the restrictions implied by common UC rcprcscncation~ /owe c, to be less than unity. 6~tationaritv and invertibility require Id1 < i. wtuch can alwavs be achwcd by taking a suitable number of diferences. In what follows. we achere a local generahation of unit root behavior bv considering : < d < t: note that the first-&fferenced series h e n has an integration order leu than in absolute value. x, that stationrrity wd invertibility are actuwcd. (3) is arbitrary. We shall demonstrate that noninteger d values, i.e.. fractional integration. provide for parsimonious yet flexible modeling of low-frequency variation: we denote such models as ARFIMA (AutoDegressive Fractionally Integrated Moving Average) models.
The ARFIMA model can be put in the moving-average form (2). First. write eq. (3) as where
where r(*) denotes the gamma. or generalized factorial. function. Thus. the filter (1 -L)" provides an infinite-order lag-operator polynomial with slowly and monotonically declining weights.
The ARFIMA' model (3) belongs to the class of long-memory processes. so named for their ability to display significant dependence between observations widely separated in time.' Standard ARMA processes are often labeled 'short-memory' processes because the dependence between observations T periods apart decays rapidly as T increases: indeed, it is well known that for ore generallv. we can allow for drift.
as is done in the estimation reported below.
*~on~-mcrnor?. processes have their genesis in physics and in earlv hydrological work. such as Hurst (1951) . Mandelbrot (1972) formalized many of the empirical insights about [hex processes and proposed R/S analysis. an early technique to characterize the extent of persistence. [For an application and generalization of R/S analysis. see Lo (1988) .] Granger and Joyeux (1980) and Hosking (1981) independently proposed Lhe use of fracuonallv integrated ARIMA procedures as long-memory mdels. where r is a constant such that Irl< 1. ARFIMA processes. however, have a slower hyperbolic autocorrelation decay; for large r we have the approximation To see how the autocorrelations vary with fractional d. it is instructive to consider pure fractional noise, denoted ARFIMA(0. d. 0). given by Table 1 . can provide superior approximations to the Wold representations of economic time series. Indeed, the 'typical spectral shape' of economic variables [Nerlove (1964) and Granger (1966) ], which has power that monotonically declines as frequency increases (except at seasonals), is well captured by the fractionally integrated process with d between zero and one. The fact that many economic time series in level form have spectra that appear to be infinite at the orign might suggest that a first difference is appropriate; however. after differencing, these time series often have no power at the origin. suggesting that a first difference is 'too much'. Such behavior is characteristic of a fractionally integrated process with d between zero and one [see Granger and Joyeux (1980) 
The potential macroeconomic relevance of the ARFIMA representation is also established by Granger (1980 Granger ( .1988 . who describes how fractional integration can be induced by aggregation. Specifically, if the underlying components of an aggregate series (e.g., individual firms' productions) follow AR(1) processes with parameters p, and the p,'s are beta-distributed in the cross-section, then aggregation yields a fractionally integrated macroeconomic series. An example of a theoretical macroeconomic model producing fractionally integrated output is provided by Haubrich and Lo (1988) . who exploit Granger's aggregation result in a real business cycle model with beta-distributed intrasectoral input-output coefficients to obtain fractionally integrated aggregate output.
Estimation of fractionally integrated models
The long-memory aspects of fractionally integrated ARIMA models make their estimation more difficult than the usual ARIMA model with integer d . We use a two-step estimation procedure suggested by Geweke and PorterHudak (GPH) (1983) . We first obtain a consistent and asymptotically normal estimate of d and transform the series by the expansion of (1 -L)d. We then fit an ARMA model to the transformed series to obtain consistent estimates of the remaining model parameters @. 8. and u~' , ' .~ Finally. these estimates are used to construct consistent estimates of the sequence of cumulative impulse responses.
The first-stage estimate of d is based on the order of the spectral density function near h = 0. We start with the first difference of the relevant series. ( I ( h , ) ) to both sides of (13) and rearrange to obtain
The particular utility of this formation is its formal similarity to a simple linear regression equation.
where B,, is the constant ln(f,(O)). and the 7,. equal to In( I(X,)/fx(X,)). are independently and identically distributed across the harmonic frequencies. Now let the number of low-frequency ordinates used in the above spectral regression be a function of the sample size. i.e.. K = g ( T ) . Then 
Empirical results
In this section. we examine evidence for fractional integration in ten different measures of U.S. macroeconomic activity. These include post-war quarterly real GNP, which was used in Campbell and Mankiw (1987a. b) . as well as post-war quarterly real GNP per capita. Real GNP is the most comprehensive measure of the macroeconomy: however. we will focus much of our attention on per capita GNP because movements induced in aggregate output by a varying population will be naturally persistent and may obscure the persistence intrinsic to the market economy. whch is our main interest.
We also examine the Federal Reserve Board's index of industrial production on a quarterly basis. This provides a more specialized measure of real output.
including just the manufacturing, mining, and utilities sectors (which account for roughly one-fourth to one-third of GNP), but over a substantially longer time range (1919-1987) . In addition, we are able to control for seasonality and the effects of seasonal adjustment filters by examining both seasonally adjusted and nonseasonally adjusted (NSA) industrial production data." Another specialized series examined is the quarterly average unemployment rate. whch has cyclical movements closely related to those of aggregate output. The persistence of unemployment has been the focus of recent work on employment hysteresis. such as Blanchard and Summers (1986) .
While real G N P is the most comprehensive macroeconomic indicator. on a quar:rlr!y basis it is only available from the Narional Income and Producr Accounrs (NIPA) for the last forty years. Annual GNP data. which have been constructed by a variety of researchers. provide a span of up to 120 years. and previous investigations using such long annual series have found less shock persistence than in the post-war quarterly data.12 In light of thls. we examine the long annual series of real net national product (NNP), as reported in Friedman and Schwartz (1982. Romer (1989) and in Balke and Gordon (1989) .14 In addition. we examine two annual real output per capita series: real NNP per capita from Friedman and Schwartz (1982. In summary, we examine a variety of real macroeconomic time series at quarterly and annual frequencies and in level and per capita terms. This range of combinations enables us to explore the robustness of our results. As a first step, we obtain estimates of the fractional-integration parameter d for each of the ten series. W e then focus our attention on the leading case of post-war quarterly real GNP per capita and examine persistence through the sequence of cumulative impulse responses. C. The sensitivity of our results is then examined. Table 2 reports d estimates for all ten measures of aggregate economic activity along with asymptotic standard errors and the associated p values for the unit-root null hypothesis ( d = 1). The asymptotic standard errors are constructed using the known theoretical GPH regression error variance of 7r2/6 to increase efficiency.'.' The p values give the asymptotic probability. under the null hypothesis that d = 1. of obtaining the estimated d value: they are against the one-sided alternative d < 1. The number of low-frequency "See. lor example. Cochrane (1988) . Recent annual data are also more accurate than the quarterly series. which interpolate a substantial ponion of detail from annual surveys [xe Carson (19R7) j. However. important information contained In shon-run. hgb-frcquenq fluctuations mav be lost in the annual series.
Estirnarion of d
he Friedman and Schwaru wries. whch is net of a capital consumption allowance. is w~dely mislabeled as gross national product in the literature.
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As part of a debate that f o c w s pnmaril!, on cyclical volatility. Romer (1989) and Balke and Gordon (1989) have each constructed revised estimates of real GNP before 1929 based on reassessments of the sources and assumpuons underlying previous estimates of early GNP. he Monte Carlo evidence presented by Gmeke and Porter-Hudak (1983) and Diebold and Rudebusch (1989b) indicates that asymptotic nomahtv IS a good approimauon for the sample sizes considered here. periodogram ordinates included in the GPH regression introduces a judg,,. ental aspect; improper inclusion of medium-frequency ordinates will contaminate the estimate of d. while too small of a regression sample will lead to imprecise estimates. Table 2 reports d estimates for each series for three different regression sample sizes. The sample sizes are equal to Ta, for a = 0.5, 0.525. and 0.55. The estimates of the order of fractional integration are quite robust across this variation. While the d estimate for quarterly per capita GNP is about 0.7. quarterly G N P yields a higher estimate of 0.9, suggesting, not surprisingly. more persistence.'6 The annual national output series. which span more time. have smaller d estimates; ranging from 0.5 to 0.65, depending on the particular series. Romer's GNP series has an estimated fractional-integration parameter very similar to those of the other annual series. The estimated d for quarterly industrial production is close to that for quarterly GNP, and seasonal adjustment makes virtually no difference. Finally. quarterly unemployment exhlbits a fractional-integration parameter of about 0.70.
The evidence from all of these series should be considered. as each provides a different perspective on the persistence of shocks to aggregate economic activity. The point estimates of d are quite striking, as all are less than unity, and some are very much less than unity; however, as we shall discuss below. the standard errors for these estimates are quite large. The results call for a deeper exploration of the nature of low-frequency economic dynamics." In particular. the knife-edged parameterizations ' d = 1' and ' d = 0 ' . which arise in standard ARIMA modeling and are the implicit subject of the unit-root literature. may be overly restrictive. In what follows. we focus on the leading case of interest. quarterly real GNP per capita. We first estimate the remaining ARFIMA model parameters: then, we proceed to construct persistence estimates and investigate their robustness.
Esrimarion of cumulatiae impulse responses
Computation of the sequence of cumulative impulse responses requires estimation of all of the parameters of the ARFIMA( p, d . q ) model. For quarterly per capita real GNP (denoted hereinafter as. QY82PC). the GPH 16 For post-war quarterly per capita real GNP. fig. 1 prc. . ; . 
b~a x i r n u m SIC value.
' Maximum AIC value.
regression results suggest a fraction-integration parameter in the range of 0.7: thus. we transform the data by applying the filter (1 -L)-0.3 to the first-differenced series. To capture the remaining short-run dynamics. we consider ARMA models with up to three autoregressive parameters and three movingaverage parameters; We distinguish these models through the Akaike and Schwarz information criteria (AIC and SIC, respectively). which are differentiated by their degrees-of-freedom adjustment of the maximized log-likelihood function. Table 3 reports the selection criteria for the sixteen models under consideration. ranging from white noise to ARMA(3.3). The Akarke criterion identifies an ARMA(I.2). while the Schwarz criterion identifies a more parsimonious ARMA(l.O). Like Campbell and Mankiw (1987a) . we are not interested in selecting one 'best' model of short-run fluctuations in GNP; rather.
we seek robust evidence from a variety of models on the effects of economic shocks and use the information criteria for guidance. Table 4 provides the estimated cumulative impulse responses for all sixteen ARFIMA(p.0.70, q ) models of QY82PC. These responses demonstrate the effect of a unit growth rate innovation on the level of output k periods hence. with k ranging from 1 to 400 quarters. The cumulative impulse responses are hump-shaped. with initial shock magnification. followed by shock dissipation. The maximum c, value occurs at less than 8 quarters: after 16 quarters the cumulative impulse response has fallen back to approximately unity. By fifty quarters out. the response has dropped to about 0.7, and after one hundred quarters. it is less than 0.6 and continues to decline. T h e x results are robust to the particular values of p and q chosen." It is interesting to note that our estimates of the long-run cumulative impulse response are closer to those obtained in other studies using UC models (although we do not impose their implicit restrictions). than to the shock magnification results obtained with ARIMA models. The short-run hump-shaped cumulative impulse-response pattern is very similar across all three classes of models; they differ. however. in their implied medium-and long-run dynamics. corresponding to d -0.7. by a factor of four. and it inflates the preferred estimate of c,, by a factor of two. The information provided by the point estimates of C obtained from ARFIMA models is useful in that it represents a 'best guess' at the shape of C.' , based upon a generalized approximation to the Wold representation. The results also indicate. however. that the interval estimates associated with the long-run response are wide. To approximate k % confidence intervals for the elements of C. we can vary d over its k % confidence range (obtained by exploiting the asymptotic normality of the first-stage GPH estimate) and condition upon estimated Q, and 8 values at each d value.19 The sensitivity of the estimated cumulative impulse responses to the estimate of d, together with the standard errors of the d estimates reported in table 2. imply that interval estimates of the cumulative impulse responses will be quite wide. Clearly. varying the d estimate across just one standard error will encompass both long-run shock magnification as well as dissipation. The wide confidence intervals underscore a fundamental econometric reality: precise inference about low-frequency behavior is very difficult given the short time series available in macroeconomics. One hundred years of data can provide only one independent observation about the long-run response one hundred years hence.
Summary and conclusions
We examine persistence in U.S. real output using a generalized approximation to the Wold representation. Our application of long-memory models. associated with fractional integration via the operator (1 -L ) d and noninteger d, allows flexible modeling of low-frequency behavior. with important implications for the measurement of macroeconomic shock persistence. Evidence of long memory is found in all of the macroeconomic series studied, though it is not necessarily associated with a unit root, as estimated d values range from 0.5 to 0.90. Furthermore. the knife-edged cases of 'unit root' and 'no unit root'. which correspond to d = 1 and d = 0, respectively. lose their exaggerated importance once d is allowed to vary on a continuum.
Post-war real GNP per capital is investigated in detail. and estimated long-run responses to a unit innovation are shown to depend crucially on d. Using d estimates obtained from a spectral regression procedure. an estimated 50-quarter cumulative impulse response of roughly 0.7 is obtained. For GNP at annual frequencies. the estimates of d suggest even less persistence. In short. the point estimates strongly suggest that aggregate shocks are partially dissipated. not magnified.
However. and most importantly. we argue that the confidence intervals associated with any univariate persistence estimates are likely to be quite wide." Even when conducted on a common data sample as in Stock and Watson (1988) . various modeling methodologies provide very different persistence estimates. The UC representations, which contain restrictions on lowfrequency behavior, produce low estimates of macroeconomic persistence. When the UC restrictions are relaxed by using ARIMA models, larger persistence estimates are obtained. However, when the ARIMA restrictions are relaxed to consider fractional integration. persistence point estimates again fall. This is consistent with misspecification in the unit-root models (UC or ARIMA). However. the confidence we can place in any estimate of the long-run response is low because there are so few independent observations on long-run behavior available in the data. Furthermore, under the stated conditions. plim s ' = n2/6.
